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To Women. In any culture it’s the women who form its backbone.
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Preface

Obliterated In Less
Than A Solar Day

It is the twenty-third century. Rick Cox is the commander of the
Johnson Point CAF Military Installation on Danovia Prime. For
five years, there has been calm in their region of interstellar space.
Then, an uptick in Subspace radio and regular frequency calls for
help are detected. It appears that whole worlds and civilizations in
an area known as “Golf ” are being obliterated by the single use of
one weapon! As Lt. Colonel Cox, Lt. Commander Genni Carr, and
Prime Minister Dewey confer about the drama, danger is being
ferried to their terrestrial moon by a couple of Terran ne’er-do-wells
in the form of two female Dakkarosi denizens. A Terran vessel is
spotted at the North Pole of that moon, unloading a large, eighty
square meter silver block of metal. The participants, Connors and
McKinley, are apprehended and interrogated. The Dakkarosi are
being attacked for stealing a large, silver block of ancient metal from
the unknown and powerful Ypsilanti forces.
The gravity of the situation is explained to them as they listen in
stunned disbelief. The two Terran males had been secretly ferrying the
beleaguered Dakkarosi to Trinity. That act alone has now placed this
Confederation outpost squarely in the crosshairs of ruthless Ypsilan
forces. Now fully involved in that spreading conflict, the personnel at
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Johnson Point can only hold their breaths as this situation spawned in
the depths of interstellar space spirals out of control.
Gregory A. Pierson, BSW—2012

Chapter 1

Danovia Outpost

I’m Richard Cox. I began to document my experiences serving
onboard Danovia Prime at the age of thirty-seven. I’m the twentyfifth and longest-serving commander of the Johnson Point Deep
Space Monitoring Military Facility, which is situated on the eastern
shore of this planet’s semi-tropical central landmass.
I arrived on Danovia Prime to assume this posting as a Lieutenant
Colonel on Time Index 2205-12-12. The scuttlebutt at Headquarters,
Interstellar Command on Terra and Interstellar Frontier Command on
Proxima Andros, was that duty in this sector of the Confederation’s
limit of interstellar political influence “held no drama.” It was as peaceful as living in one’s home neighborhood on the Terra, I had been told.
The average tour length at a posting this distant is six years. The
fluid state of events encouraged some of my staff to extend their tours.
I’d taken this posting to find some measure of calm as my career in the
Confederation Armed Forces neared its end. Unfortunately, I had yet
to find that coveted commodity here on Danovia Prime.
I have the distinction of being a member of both the Confederation
Armed Forces’ (CAF) Air and Space Wing Command Components.
That was one of the factors that made this posting a reality for me.
Hard to believe that my time in rank (I had obtained my silver oak
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leaves barely a day over the other candidates) was the deciding factor
in my eventual placement here.
As I sat at my desk, I wondered just what possessed the Terran government to expand into this barely explored, overtly hostile region of
interstellar space within the Sagittarian Arm of our Milky Way galaxy.
A political favor to a high official to pay off on a poker bet? Testosterone-inflamed egos in High Places demanding a “Manifest Destiny” for
Terra to colonize new areas of space? Even before our current situation
came to light, it was all we could do to keep our nerve in this region.
It was already the cosmic equivalent of residing near a live-fire gunnery
range.
***
As I studied a smaller version of the massive, thirty-meter screen/
plot board in the control center in my soundproof office, I wondered
if the establishment of this colony was worth the death and aggravation it was now causing. During our Expansion Wars, we’d lost
thousands of lives, spent tons of credits fighting to win it, and lost
just as many lives trying to govern it. I don’t doubt that many more
will die as we try to preserve it.
Doing our job involved protecting the interstellar trade and commerce route across our protected zones from the freebooters that had
made this sector of space their personal domain. As for our presence
here, it’s how we came to have peace with our neighbors. To be clear, it
was quite by default.
Since the Confederation first established Danovia Outpost during
the Expansion Wars of the late 2100 Time Indices, we’ve been the only
sheriff in town. The denizens of the Five Quadrants we buttressed
depend on the massive firepower of our deep space cruisers to stave off
attacks on their sectors or space freighters in transit to or from their
zones of economic control.
For over eighty-five years the Confederation has sharply reduced the
carnage wrought by freebooters and space pirates in the sector. The
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number of vessels attacked or destroyed dropped from forty a month
in Time Index 2202 to as few as five over the past ten years. Prosperity
is on the rise now that unrestricted flow of commerce has been restored.
That was also due to the fact that all Interstellar commerce haulers had
been directed to utilize the two one-parsec-wide corridors that led to
our colony as their arrival and departure nexuses. Since that adjustment, more ships have braved the trip to this outer edge of the Confederation’s interstellar political influence. Our colony’s population also
grew to its current level of over 34,000.
Danovia Prime is a “super Earth”—that is, one and a half times the
diameter of Terra. It is a predominantly water world, with seven central
land masses straddling the equatorial region and hundreds of fragmented islands. It has ice caps at the poles, and the climate is stable but
a tad cooler than its Terran sister. It also has one moon—Trinity—
which is four times the size of our moon and twice the distance from
Danovia, with a breathable atmosphere. It has polar caps and is much
colder than the world it orbits. No one wanted to colonize the place
due to the frequent blinding wind storms and occasional volcanic blasts
of noxious sulfur-like compounds. So we use it as a refuse dump. It
serves only to shine its reflected, pale green light upon us at night, and
appear in our daylight skies.
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